
Skills Checklist - Level 3 
SUU ORPT 2000

ACA Training Title: Advanced Canyoneering

OBJECTIVE: Provide students with the advanced personal and group canyoneering skills 
needed to become effective problem-solvers and leaders.

STUDENT’S NAME: ____________________________________________________

ASSESSOR’S NAME: ____________________________________________________

RECOMMENDATION: ____ PASS       ____ CONDITIONAL PASS       ____ NO PASS

DATE SCORE

Core Rope Work

Set up and use a retrievable guided rappel system.

Tension a guide rope; (a) at the bottom using mechanical advantage, (b) at 
the top with piggyback system using mechanical advantage or counter-
weight, (c) at the bottom using human anchor.

Protect traverse and rappel with a retrievable safety line.

Set up and use a rappel deviation (aka redirect).

Demonstrate proper techniques for multi-pitch rappels; security, sequencing, 
rope management.

Set up and use combination rappel-lower to avoid multi-pitch rappel.

Set up and use a counter-weight rappel; (a) leader first, (b) leader follows.

Demonstrate proper techniques for a simultaneous rappel.

Set up and use retrievable rigging systems for LMAR; (a) retrievable 
webbing, (b) macrame/CEM. Use secure rigging system for all but LMAR.
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Specialized Skills for Class A/B Canyons
OBJECTIVE: Provide students with the advanced personal and group canyoneering skills 
needed to become effective problem-solvers in Class A/B canyons.

Set up and use “tail up” retrievable rigging systems (i.e. fiddle stick) for 
LMAR. Use secure rigging system for all but LMAR and plan for 
contingencies, such as someone stuck on rappel (i.e. top rope belay, rescue 
rope on standby).

Problem Solving Scenarios

Scenario 1:

Scenario 2:

Scenario 3:

Scenario 4:

DATE SCORE

DATE SCORE

Class A/B Canyons — Core Skills

Climbing ability.

Class A/B Canyons — Advanced Natural Anchors

Class A/B Canyons — Pothole Escape

Escape a pothole using partner assist techniques.

Escape a pothole using counter-weight techniques (pack toss).
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Specialized Skills for Class C Canyons
OBJECTIVE: Provide students with the advanced personal and group canyoneering skills 
needed to become effective problem-solvers in Class C canyons.

Recommendations After Training

• Students should continue practicing technical skills in low-risk conditions, such as on a low 
angle slab or on high-angle faces with a top-rope belay provided by a competent belayer.

• Students should descend intermediate to advanced canyons with competent mentors, taking 
on progressively more anchor, rigging and problem-solving responsibilities.

Escape a pothole using improvised grappling hook and/or lasso techniques.

Escape a pothole using cheater stick with hook and/or lasso techniques.

Escape a pothole using aid hooking techniques.

DATE SCORE

DATE SCORE

Class C Canyons — Core Skills

Swimming ability.

Class C Canyons — Swift Water Rescue
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